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Nutrition is a
RIGHT not a
Privilege!
by Cheryl Bowker
Gleaners is a regional food bank that has helped feed
thousands of families in Southeast Michigan since 1977.
This grassroots cause focuses on making sure children
and their families have access to the most basic of
needs, FOOD!
Here at Bowker Insurance Group, we understand that
food is not a privilege but a basic human right. We
also feel privileged to be in a position to give back
and help other especially during these current times
of uncertainty. We invite YOU to take action with us
today and come to the aid on hungry members of our
community.

JOIN US:

bowkerinsurancegroup.com/community

by Jason Wright
If you are looking for the perfect side to your ham or turkey,
or for a dish that can stand alone for your vegetarian
folks, stop right here! This unique and hearty recipe is so
satisfying, you won't need to bake multiple casseroles to
make this season unforgettable for your family. Seriously,
consider this our gift to you!

by Cherri McDougall

The time has come to take action and make sure families
who are struggling here in Southeastern Michigan have
the necessary resources to live nourished lives. Nutrition is
a universal right and we must do all we can to bridge the
nutritional gap that threatens our community. Gleaners food
bank has been engaged in this fight for 43 years now and our
goal is to support their ongoing efforts.

OUR GOAL:

INGREDIENTS:
• Cooking spray
• 2 tablespoons olive oil,
divided
• 1 pound fresh Brussels
sprouts, halved lengthwise
(4 cups)
• 1/4 cup water
• 1/2 cup chopped shallots
• 2 tablespoons white
balsamic vinegar

$1,000

WE CAN CHANGE THINGS FOR FOOD-INSECURE FAMILIES

HOW TO MAKE IT:

GLEANERS COMMUNITY FOOD BANK

• Preheat oven to 400°F. Lightly coat an 8-inch round
cake pan with cooking spray. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in a
large nonstick skillet over medium-high. Add sprouts, cut
sides down; cook, stirring occasionally, until beginning to
brown, about 5 minutes. Add 1/4 cup water; reduce heat
to medium. Cover and cook, undisturbed, until sprouts
are tender when pierced with the tip of a knife, about 4
minutes. Transfer to prepared cake pan; arrange evenly,
cut sides down.

Let's change lives! We'll continue to support our community and you can always join by
sending friends to us for a no-obligation quote. We'll offer to make a donation to those in
need every time.
Thanks to everyone who helped with Rally Day by referring someone to the
agency or getting a quote themselves. Over $500 was raised in one day for The
Gleaners Food Bank! By making our donation online on Donor Match Day, our
donation was doubled by Ford Motor Company, bringing in over $1000 for Metro Detroit families in time for Thanksgiving! THANK YOU!!

YOU'RE APPRECIATED!
We often run easy-to-win customer appreciation promotions to keep you feeling rewarded, too. Stay
tuned to this monthly magazine and our Facebook page!

facebook.com/CherylBowkerAgency

+ For each QUOTED FRIEND you send our way, get...
• A $10 Donation to a worthy cause!
• A $10 Gift Card!
• 1 entry for our $50 Gift Card Monthly drawing!
• 1 entry for our iPad yearly drawing!
To recommend friends now, visit us at:
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bowkerinsurancegroup.com/rewards

• 2 tablespoons honey
• 1 tablespoon chopped
fresh thyme
• 1 teaspoon kosher salt
• 1/4 teaspoon black
pepper
• 1 (9-inch) frozen wholewheat pie dough, thawed

Special thanks for

TRUSTING our agency...
Anthony Leone
Justin Rooding
Jordan Atienza
willie willis
Dave Chiola
James Foley
Jared Berry
Tonga Wells
Regina Swain
Barbara Mosley
Harry Torigan Patrick Redfren
Ranesa Reese
John West
steven smith
Laraine Larkin
Matt Davis
Tabitha Grubbs
Rima Khalaf
KATHY SOUDER
Debbie Pirtle
MARK LUBAN
Ron Moskalik FRANK NAGLER
Kristine Hunt Michael Rondeau

Brandon Webb
Walter Gentile
Tesha Mclilley
Monica Little
Ihsan Alawahari
Clinton Fillion
Brandon Royer
Allison Havican
Gary Moton
Rose Haskill
John Stuyfzand
Ali Faraj
Alfreida Simpson

Program Rules: Those recommended must receive a no-obligation quote on an eligible policy for rewards
to be granted. They do NOT need to purchase a policy. There is no limit to the number of chances you
can create for yourself when entering our prize drawings. Odds of winning are entirely dependent on the
quantity of qualified chances created during the contest period. You do NOT have to be a customer to
participate. The agency is not responsible if the law states you cannot win due to age or any other reason.

• Wipe skillet clean. Add remaining 1 tablespoon oil; heat
over medium-low. Add shallots; cook, stirring often, until
softened, 3 to 4 minutes. Stir in vinegar, honey, thyme,
salt, and pepper; cook, stirring constantly, until liquid
is slightly syrupy, about 2 minutes. Drizzle evenly over
sprouts. Drape pie dough over sprouts, tucking edges into
sides of the cake pan. Prick top all over with a fork or tip
of a knife.
• Bake at 400°F until crust is golden brown,
25 to 30 minutes. Transfer to a wire rack to cool
for 5 minutes. Carefully invert onto a serving
plate.
Tip: The key to delicious Brussels
sprouts is to cook them just
enough so their flavor stays
earthy-sweet and their
texture tender without too
much give. They’re best
served right away, so put
your bells on and be ready
to raise up your fork!

3. Do you have a pet? Then, you probably get face-to-

face with pure, innocent joy every single day. Don't take
that for granted this time of year, just because you are
rushing around to check things off your list.

4. Just like Johnny, Joyce, Joel, and Nick, you can indulge
in some delicious hot cocoa! You may avoid it all year,
but now - oh now - 'tis the season to allow yourself yet
another cup.

5.

by April
Ogletree
Johnny woke up to the smell of smoke. It was
eleven o'clock at night on December 24th.
Because of his anxiety over the exciting surprises
that were surely waiting to unravel in the
morning, he was barely asleep anyway. Sensing
trouble, he jumped out of bed and knocked on
his parents’ door. "Mom, dad, something is
happening downstairs; please wake up!" Joyce
was up within seconds, her heart was racing,
and she started to scream "fire!" Joel was quick
to follow. "Stay here. I’ll go down to see where
it's coming from."
The lights on the tree had ignited a fire
after being in close contact with the
wrapping paper on one of the tall gifts.
Johnny and Joyce heard the sound of the
fire extinguisher being triggered, as Joel
exclaimed, "It's the tree, but I've got it
under control now."
"Honey, can we come down? Are you
okay?" asked Joyce. "Phew! Yes, I am
okay - the tree, not so much." Johnny
ran down the stairs as fast as he could
to assess the damage. Looking at
his dad's devastated expression, he
knew he had to hold in the tears that
wanted to come out so badly. The
last thing he wanted was to have a
sad Christmas. "Don't worry, daddy,
at least we're together and safe."
The firemen were now blocking
36th Street while evaluating the
incident and ensuring safety
protocols were in place. "I hope
you all understand how important
it is to keep your smoke detector
functional at all times. What
would've happened if your
ten-year-old hadn't woken up?"
Joel and Joyce knew not ever to
take that lightly again. But at
that moment, they were just so
grateful - their lives had been
spared, and Johnny would have
many more opportunities for
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a joyous Christmas morning. Just not this year, they
thought. Feeling exhausted, the three of them fell asleep
in each other's arms, not too far from the burned down
tree and gifts, which had all become a pile of rubble.
Shortly after dawn, Nick, Joel's brother, who was in the
Army, and had been deployed overseas, arrived at their
house unexpectedly. Light sleeper Johnny heard him
come in, and the two of them decided to work some
quiet magic together. By the time Joyce and Joel woke up,
all the mess was gone, and Johnny had a big smile on
his face. "Mom, Dad, I want you to see something really
special. Meet our Tree of Life."
Joyce and Joel couldn't believe their eyes - or noses. Not
only was Nick standing right in front of them, handing
them some delicious-smelling peppermint hot cocoa,
but Johnny had also built the most spectacular tree of
all time! It was made of all of his favorite toys and family
objects, beautifully arranged in the family room. "Johnny,
it's magnificent! We're just so sorry you don't have any
gifts to open now." Johnny quickly replied, "I don't need
them! Making this tree made me realize I already have all
the gifts I could possibly wish for, and they will never get
burned by any fire."
If a ten-year-old can get to that conclusion after one
eventful night, we trust that you too will find that the joy
of the holidays is in appreciating the small things just as
much as the big ones; the tangible things, just as much
as those you cannot touch, such as memories and love
- especially as we are still restricted by a pandemic. If
you're having a hard time locating those opportunities
for joy in your own life, these considerations may offer
some perspective:

1. Because you probably won't have as much company

this year, you can give the idea of hosting the "perfect"
holiday party a rest. Chasing that idealized version can
sometimes create much stress and anxiety. Be kind to
yourself - keep it realistic, and be happy that Zoom exists!

2.

By perhaps visiting fewer stores in person, you may
have extra time to show support to your significant
other, friend, sibling, or favorite nonprofit organization.
Offer that help - even if it's just an ear - and allow nonmaterialism to fill you with a sense of purpose.

Guess what? You may rejoice in the fact that it is okay
to take some time out for yourself, even if it’s just a few
minutes of solitude in the morning or before you go to
bed. Claim that right and relax, do a crossword puzzle,
finally start reading that book you bought, or just enjoy
your own company.

6. Feel free to jump for joy very high on this one:

At any time this month, you can get a free assessment
by a professional at our agency regarding your best
coverage options. You don't even have to be or become
a customer!

7. Even if you find them a bit cheesy, you can't rob

yourself of the special feeling that follows telling Alexa
to play holiday songs. There just is something about
Frank Sinatra's, Michael Bublé's, and Mariah Carey's voice
in December that is, yes, jolly.

by Brandon Wright
Yes, you obviously know quite a bit
about cookies. They come in such
a wide variety that surely there is at
least one flavor you love. You may
go for certain types based on your
taste preferences or even your mood
at a given moment. However, your
favorite kind of cookie also depends
on the kind of person you are. Bet you
didn't know that! December 18th is
Bake Cookies Day, and you'll likely
pick the one that is the flour and
sugar version of you. What's that,
though?
Snickerdoodles
Incredibly modest. Never takes credit
and prefers to stay in the shadows,
even when recognition is well
deserved.
Peanut Butter
Very intelligent. A high IQ allows
for great performance while under
pressure. Skillful handling of stressful

Speaking of Frank Sinatra, Winter Wonderland was
playing when Joel's phone beeped. He had forgotten
that before leaving, the Chief fireman handed him
a report and told him to contact the insurance
company. Joel immediately sent a message to his
agent through the agency's mobile app but didn't
think that would do much at all. He could always
deal with that later. However, that caring agent who
got the message felt the family deserved to receive
at least this one gift then - the assurance that their
losses would be covered entirely by their insurance.
To top it all off, they had also noticed an opportunity
to apply a new discount to another one of Joel's
policies and wanted to give that good news as well!

Joel looked at Johnny's tree and smiled, now gripping
a new meaning for it. He felt very good about his
recent decision to properly protect the things that
mattered most in their lives - and to bundle all of
those policies. "It's just really beautiful all together
like that, isn't it?" We say it sure is.

Have a joyous holiday time, everyone!

situations highlights noteworthy
patience and composure.
Shortbread Introvert
and lonely at times, quietly yearns to
be noticed. Outstanding work ethic
and skills gather the admiration of
others, though being timid prevents
recognizing it.
Oatmeal Raisin
A little plain on the surface, but with
many subtle personality dimensions.
Sometimes down to earth and
crunchy. Other times, sweet and a
little gooey.
Black and White
Cookie
Often feels conflicted in life, pulled in
opposite directions. When doing well,
the air is sweet as sugar. Otherwise,
prepare for wicked!

Chocolate
Chip Cookie
Traditional and
conservative, it's
almost always
comforting. Being
friendly and easy to
get to know drives
effortless popularity.
Jam
Cookie
On the outside,
projects a straightlaced, innocent
vibe. On the inside,
shows much
complexity, flavor,
and exotic twists.
Got yourself all
figured out? Only
one thing left to do
now...Bake!
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Having unusual thoughts is not an unusual experience
these days. There's a reconfigured world around us,
and we're all trying to make sense of it. The result is lots
of thoughts. Do they mean something? Maybe. How do
we find out?
We've come across Morning Pages as a technique to
help clarify, comfort, provoke, cajole, prioritize and
synchronize those thoughts - and life in general.
It entails three pages of longhand, stream-ofconsciousness writing, done first thing in the morning.
We know what you're thinking - we thought it too:
"There is no way I can dedicate 30 minutes of my
morning to something abstract like that." Believe us: we
were dead wrong. "But I'm not a writer." Wrong again.
If you can form words from letters, you are too a writer.
Besides, December 7th is Letter Writing Day,
so you can honor it by writing a letter to...self.
Honestly, we think Morning Pages are the only lettertype of writing you need to do this season to bring
about that miracle you've been secretly believing in.
Why? Because you'll end up increasingly able to calm
your anxieties, silence your inner critic, produce more
and better insights, and resolve more internal and
external dilemmas. Where do you sign up? Just say yes
and follow these simplest of simple rules:

MGM RESTORATION

by Brian Allen

1. Do not overthink it: This isn't art or science, and
there is no wrong way to do it. You can write about
whatever is on your mind.
2. Must be done first thing in the morning: You're
trying to catch yourself before your ego's defenses are
in place. With the brain's inhibitory processes still weak,
"A-ha!" moments come more readily.
3. They must be longhand. It takes longer to write by
hand, and it's that slowness that allows us to connect
with our emotions. Typing yields us speed but deprives
us of depth.
4. You must fill in exactly three sides of US Letter
paper. It turns out you can't really write about nothing
for three whole pages.
5. Put it away. Crucially, Morning Pages are private.
Not because you'll necessarily pour out secrets there,
but because it's liberating to know you could.
6. Do your best to let go of the results.
7. Do it all again tomorrow.
Brain-sweep complete, it's time to get on with the day.
Ready for a great one?

Happy Retirement Madeline!
by Susan Atienza

SOMEONE
MENTIONED:

You feel so at peace they really know what
they're doing.
CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
Beautiful doesn't begin to describe their work of art.

CALL NOW!

(248) 629-1610

(517) 927-4974
www.etsy.com/shop/thisrootedlife

www.mgmrestoration.com

MELANIE
GROVES

STYLEMASTERS
SALON
ALL ABOUT GREAT SERVICE!
Runway look for everyday gals - love this salon!

(734) 422-6420
www.stylemasterssalon.net

We celebrated with Madeline on her last day with

bowkerinsurancegroup.com/conciergedirectory

Last month's RIDDLE

Allstate. She has been with the company for over 40

answer is...

years, the last 16 with the Cheryl Bowker Agency. She

SECRET

has seen many changes in the insurance industry, and
adapted to them all with patience and grace.

events will be missed. Things are going to feel different

(You can't see me
but you can hear me.
You can speak my name
but if you speak of me I disappear.)

around here without her. We wish Madeline a relaxing

WHAT AM I?

Her work ethic was a great example to all of us, her
insights were invaluable, and her wry take on current

and enjoyable retirement, and hope she realizes we
Winner will be announced on our
Facebook page by Dec 8th.

are still going to bug her!
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(734) 525-9610
(734) 738-0300

@BowkerInsurance
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Bundle up
for savings

When you choose Allstate to protect what matters most, you get
an expert agent who will make it easy for you to save. Like with
bundling your insurance. It’s the simplest way for you to save time
and money, while getting protection for the things that matter
most. Stop by or call today and let’s get you bundled up.

Cheryl Bowker Agency
734-525-9610
Family Insurance Agency
734-738-030
Neighborhood Insurance Agency
734-456-6066

Prices vary based on how you buy. Subject to terms, conditions & availability. Savings vary. Allstate Vehicle and Property Insurance Co.,
Allstate Fire and Casualty Insurance Co. © 2018 Allstate Insurance Co.

12956364

We’re always here with local advice you can trust.

